eSignatures
and
property

Why property needs eSigning...
We already helps hundreds and hundreds of
businesses in property with our eSignatures. As
the property sector has quickly caught on that they
are a faster, more secure way of signing, sending,
and storing your contracts and agreements.
Here’s how our property customers are already
using eSignatures...
With eSignatures you can have these
forms finished in minutes:
• Tenancy agreements
• Landlord contracts
• Inventories
Want to read
• References
what happens
when an
eSignature is
used in court?
Click here.

So, how do eSignatures help?
• Cut down your turnaround

• Who's seen what?

eSignatures help thousands in property get the
signatures they need faster, every day!
Whether it’s for private,
residential or commercial
properties; Signable ensures
that you’re not left waiting
or chasing your clients
for their scribble. Letting
you get on with the real work.

When your tenants move in, it’s important that
documents such as inventory
lists are signed off ASAP.
And as Signable will log
every time an envelope
is opened and viewed
in it’s audit trail, you can
elimate any “we haven’t
received it” excuses from
tenants!

• Signable can witness your contracts

• Multiple signers on one document

Typically, documents such as tenancy agreements
require witness signatures. However,
by using Signable,
witnesses aren’t needed.
The system tracking the
signing process, Signable’s
software in this case, acts
as the independent third party
that ensures contracts are
signed correctly. Removing
the need for an extra signature,

Letting Agents frequently deal need multiple
signatures on one contract.
Using eSignatures cuts out
chasing each tenant for a
signature by adding multiple
signers to the same contract.
And even sending in the same
envelope! Each tenant is
prompted to sign in the order
set pre-sending, and each
tenant receives a copy of
their contract once it’s completed.

We’re already helping these companies:

“What a relief! It’s revolutionised
our business … It’s difficult to see
how we managed before
Signable it’s the future for us,
saving time and money and
giving us one less thing to think
about.”
-Katie Sharpes, Brinkley’s
Estate Agents

More about us.... We are
We get your documents signed faster.
Instead of posting or emailing documents for scanning, signers
can now complete them in minutes for a fraction of the cost through
Signable. By using a desktop, or any web-enabled device,
contracts are signed quickly and securely today, not tomorrow.
0800 612 62 63
signable.co.uk
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